UC Faculty Promotion Process Questioned

Confidentiality Used at UCSB, Rapped in Berkeley Research

ad hoc departmental committee reviews the candidate record.

The record is then forwarded to the Academic Senate's Committee on Academic Personnel (CAP), for final faculty review. The administration receives the result of the faculty review and ultimately it reaches the chancellor for confirmation.

If a promotion is for tenure, the department chairperson prepares a letter of recommendation which is sent to the dean along with the candidate's record. All tenured faculty members have voted on the issue. The dean then makes his recommendation and sends it to the chancellor or his designee for review.

The UCSB summary of the faculty promotion process states that the system of review depends upon impartial professional judgment by persons acknowledged to be experienced and distinguished in the field. Confidentiality has always been essential to the effective functioning of the system.

The summary continues that confidentiality "protects impartial judgements from pressures of other interested parties." Yet according to Koon, "The secrecy of the promotional process is antithetical to the concept of an open market-place of ideas. The ideas (research, teaching, interdepartmental views, etc.) of the faculty, candidate for promotion "are not confronted in public, but are discussed in secret by a panel of unknown judges," proclaimed Koon.

Koon listed several impacts of confidentiality in the faculty promotion process:

(Cont. on p. 5, col. 1)

Sisson Slams Polarization of Wealth And Lack of Leadership in Washington

Democratic congressional candidate Dan Sisson yesterday attacked the polarization of wealth in America and the "lack of leadership" in Washington, and government secrecy.

"The priorities of the administrations in the last eight years have been totally wrong," Sisson said. He feels that the federal economic policy has been designed to benefit the rich, at the expense of less privileged segments of society.

Addressing about 100 students on the UCSB lawn, Sisson painted a bleak picture of the job outlook for college graduates. "We have to look forward to a new concept called "downward mobility,"" the candidate predicted. "Young people are in for a major shock; because the present administration is reducing the poverty level from $6,000 annual income to $5,500, and they are eliminating food stamps."

Sisson told his audience that he has "no more money in the bank" than most of them--"probably less." Asking the crowd to compare his standard of living with that of Rep. Robert Lagomarsino, who now holds the seat Sisson is seeking, the candidate charged that Lagomarsino is "misleading the local community about the priorities of the Ford administration."

As he had done on a number of occasions, Sisson characterized the incumbent as "keeping a low profile without addressing the issues. The best thing Lagomarsino does is write letters."

The major problem with United States foreign policy, according to the 36-year-old American historian, is the "lack of unity." He stated, "The President Kennedy assassination marked the turning point toward disenchantment with government."

Sisson feels that the government secrecy which has characterized decision-making in the realm of foreign policy has disillusioned the public to the point where there exists nothing resembling unity of public opinion concerning foreign policy. He blames much of this on the policies that drew the United States into the Vietnam War.

(Cont. on p. 5, col. 2)

Lagomarsino Links Area, Federal Concerns

Local Congressman Takes Oil, Student Residency Stands

Congressman Robert Lagomarsino, member of the U.S. House of Representatives from the Santa Barbara-Ventura area, fielded questions from members of the Daily Nexus Tuesday morning for an hour and a half.

Lagomarsino, a Republican, sits on the House's Interior Committee, and offered some expertise on the recent leasing of the continental shelf.

Lagomarsino also sits on the House's International Security and Development subcommittee.

The incumbent representative, who will be challenged by Democrat Dan Sisson next November for California's 19th Congressional district seat, also answered questions on the recent controversy surrounding the students' right to vote at their campus residences.

Below are some of his responses:

- On oil development on the outer continental shelf and in the Santa Barbara Channel: "I predict that there will be oil development in both of these areas, but that the sensitive areas will be the last to go. I would hope that the development will subject to the conditions of revenue sharing and environmental legislation."

- On student voting at campus residences: "As a legal matter, it's a moot point. You have to change the constitution to change how the matter stands now. I think, though, that it would be better if people voted from their home residences. But the result of the law is that you establish what a home residence is, and I don't know."

- On Senate Bill 1: "There's a lot of good stuff and a lot of bad stuff in it, but if I had to vote on it today, I would vote no. But it won't be like it is today when it comes out of committee."

- On the function of Lagomarsino's ad hoc departmental committee reviews the candidate record.

- On CAP and appointed by the vice-chancellor.

- Subsequently, CAP forms its own opinion after reviewing the assessment of the candidate by the ad hoc committee. The promotion must then be approved by the Chancellor and, in a promotion to tenure, by the Board of Regents.

- Usually, the membership and the report of the ad hoc review committee is confidential. In addition, any opinion of the CAP is secret. Faculty members up for promotion know nothing about who served on their review committees or how the committee members were selected and if they were qualified to judge the candidate's worth.

- The UCSB summary of the faculty promotion process states that the "system of review depends upon impartial professional judgment by persons acknowledged to be experienced and distinguished in the field. Confidentiality has always been essential to the effective functioning of the system."

The summary continues that confidentiality "protects impartial judgements from pressures of other interested parties." Yet according to Koon, "The secrecy of the promotional process is antithetical to the concept of an open market-place of ideas. The ideas (research, teaching, interdepartmental views, etc.) of the faculty, candidate for promotion "are not confronted in public, but are discussed in secret by a panel of unknown judges," proclaimed Koon.

Koon listed several impacts of confidentiality in the faculty promotion process:
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Sisson Slams Polarization of Wealth And Lack of Leadership in Washington

Democratic congressional candidate Dan Sisson yesterday attacked the polarization of wealth in America and the "lack of leadership" in Washington, and government secrecy.

"The priorities of the administrations in the last eight years have been totally wrong," Sisson said. He feels that the federal economic policy has been designed to benefit the rich, at the expense of less privileged segments of society.

Addressing about 100 students on the UCSB lawn, Sisson painted a bleak picture of the job outlook for college graduates. "We have to look forward to a new concept called "downward mobility,"" the candidate predicted. "Young people are in for a major shock; because the present administration is reducing the poverty level from $6,000 annual income to $5,500, and they are eliminating food stamps."

Sisson told his audience that he has "no more money in the bank" than most of them--"probably less." Asking the crowd to compare his standard of living with that of Rep. Robert Lagomarsino, who now holds the seat Sisson is seeking, the candidate charged that Lagomarsino is "misleading the local community about the priorities of the Ford administration."

As he had done on a number of occasions, Sisson characterized the incumbent as "keeping a low profile without addressing the issues. The best thing Lagomarsino does is write letters."

The major problem with United States foreign policy, according to the 36-year-old American historian, is the "lack of unity." He stated, "The President Kennedy assassination marked the turning point toward disenchantment with government."

Sisson feels that the government secrecy which has characterized decision-making in the realm of foreign policy has disillusioned the public to the point where there exists nothing resembling unity of public opinion concerning foreign policy. He blames much of this on the policies that drew the United States into the Vietnam War.
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Lagomarsino Links Area, Federal Concerns

Local Congressman Takes Oil, Student Residency Stands

Congressman Robert Lagomarsino, member of the U.S. House of Representatives from the Santa Barbara-Ventura area, fielded questions from members of the Daily Nexus Tuesday morning for an hour and a half.

Lagomarsino, a Republican, sits on the House's Interior Committee, and offered some expertise on the recent leasing of the continental shelf.

Lagomarsino also sits on the House's International Security and Development subcommittee.

The incumbent representative, who will be challenged by Democrat Dan Sisson next November for California's 19th Congressional district seat, also answered questions on the recent controversy surrounding the students' right to vote at their campus residences, Senate Bill 1, the Equal Rights Amendment, federal assistance for New York City, and several other issues.
Student Housing Handbook Will Be Modeled on Davis Survey

By Bob McDonald

An Associated Students committee will publish information concerning the quality of available housing in I.V. next year. Based on a similar publication by students at UC Davis, the project will benefit students seeking comprehensive data on housing options.

Information will be provided by present residents through a questionnaire. The project's being funded by Leg Council, Chancellor Cheadle, and publication sales.

Housing data will be collected and published by a committee which will include a project director, a research coordinator, a production coordinator, and from four to eight staff members.

MULTIPLE SOURCES

A S. Internal President Howard Robinson hopes that the multiple sources used to finance the project will serve as an example to other groups seeking aid. Leg Council has allocated $5,000 to this project, $1,000 is expected from sales.

The UC Davis "Housing Viewpoint" will serve as a model for UCSB's publication. Students residing in the area surrounding UC and within the town are being asked to fill out a questionnaire asking about their relationships with the owner and managers of the apartment, the social opportunities, the study atmosphere, the quality of maintenance and miscellaneous items.

The committee plans to formulate a questionnaire and distribute it to students who live in I.V.

RESOURCE

Robinson favors the publication of a booklet, because it will give students a source ofadequate information. He sees some possibility that the project might spur I.V. owners to upgrade their property but he remains doubtful.

Robinson believes that student power increases greatly with the number of permanent student services. He wants students to communicate their desires for improvements and to work for them in order to gain power and services.

Martin Chorich, a student working on the project, said the project is "in a state of getting organized. We need people to apply for the job of research coordinator," he added. Chorich stated that Leg Council has allocated a grant in aid for the position. He noted that the project has a tentative deadline of April 1, 1976.

UCSB Will Host Annual Professor's Convention

By Debbie Morrison

UCSB has been selected as the first campus west of the Mississippi to hold the Annual Convention of the American Association of University Professors. The AAUP, the nation's largest association of professors, will be assembleing here in June, 1976, for its 62nd National Meeting.

Since the majority of the AAUP member are from the East or Midwest, to previous meetings, have been held in that area to save transportation costs. This year's convention was switched at the last minute from Denver back to the East, resulting in western protest, but supposedly saving $25,000 for the AAUP.

The convention to finally convene in the West was a result of an exhaustive analysis by Professor A.E. Nash, of the UCSB Political Science Department, the National Chairman of the AAUP's 45 state level organization. He appealed to the national sense of the organization, arguing on the grounds of Western rights to be included before the organization became strictly an East and Midwest association.

Although the organization numbers 77,000 members, they still rely on a reputation of the kind of professors that are "not stuck in the wood work...the faculty leaders," according to Nash. Their main activity still centers on violations of academic freedom, which have been largely non-tenured cases recently.

The organization has also become a collective bargaining power, competing with the AFT and NEA. The AAUP, however, tends to represent the major institutions, being the only national association having won collective bargaining elections at universities awarding the Ph.D. A significant recent success for AAUP was at the University of Pittsburgh, the first of the country's prestige institutions to go for collective bargaining.

Oil Platforms May Risk Sabotage

By David Hodes

According to a Coast Guard memorandum, off shore platforms are inadequately prepared for sabotage that could result in extensive pollution damage.

A recent Associated Press article outlined the memorandum approved by Coast Guard Commandant Admiral D.W. Siler on May 14, 1975. The document stressed the importance of greater security precautions on off-shore oil rigs.

There are numerous security measures in use on local platforms, Platform Holly maintains two men on guard 24 hours a day, NO unauthorized persons are allowed within 100 feet of the platform. Atlantic Richfield ARCO policy does not allow any arms on the rig, though fire hose blasts may be used as weapons if necessary.

All of the platforms are equipped with emergency shut-off systems. These systems have both surface and subsurface shut-off valves which self-activate 30 seconds after an alarm. Even in the case of a bomb explosion pollution damage would probably be minimal.

Dennis Ray of the United States Geological Survey stated that, "Shut-off systems are spot-checked daily, and thoroughly inspected once every six months." The State Lands Commission also inspects each rig each month.

In the event of a non-military attack the Coast Guard is notified. The Coast Guard then co-operates with law enforcement agencies in handling the disturbance. A Coast Guard spokesman said, "Bomb threats aren't unlikely."

Radical environmental groups have considered occupying an oil derrick according to a reliable source. The take-over would not be aimed at creating pollution, but drawing attention to environmental complaints.

Offshore rigs within the two mile limit fall under the jurisdiction of local authorities. Those platforms outside of the limit are dealt with by federal authorities, such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
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Election Results Validated

Misunderstanding of Lodise’s Position Discussed at IVCC

By Yvonne Behrens

Conversation at Monday’s IVCC meeting centered around the question of whether action to be taken in regards to an alleged misleading statement made in a “Goleta Valley Today” article.

Last Wednesday night, a meeting sponsored by IVCC was held with Goleta citizens regarding Isla Vista incorporation. Carmen Lodise, economic development coordinator, acted as spokesman. In a “Goleta Valley Today” article that appeared in last Friday’s issue, Lodise was paraphrased as stating that if LAFCO (Local Agency Formation Commission) did not accept I.V. incorporation, it would be time to contemplate cityhood with Goleta Valley.

Although Lodise had been misunderstood by the reporter (he had actually stated that when most people still associate “IVCC” with that role, his personal comment on the incorporation of a city of Isla Vista). Another issue brought up at the meeting’s was a petition passed to various business establishments in I.V. by an opponent of cityhood. 13 business proprietors signed the petition, which was then sent to LAFCO.

There are approximately 60 businesses in I.V. Council decided that it was time to send a petition of proponents in the business sector to LAFCO.

After Neil Wilson, losing candidate in district three dropped the charges last week of irregularities in the election procedures, council passed a motion validating that district’s election result.

BY-LAW CHANGE

However, Wilson pointed out that the validity of having “none of the above” on the ballots was in question since such an addition incurred by-law change. Any by-law change has to be tabled for two weeks before being voted on. The addition of “none of the above” to the ballots had been voted on the night it was introduced, 8 days before the election. An ad hoc by-law committee has been formed with Al Pyley acting as interim chairperson.

Delegates to the regents meeting, Lodise and Cindy Wachter, related their views on how the confrontation went. Lodise stated that Regent Leo McCarthy gave an excellent speech on I.V. cityhood as did Student Regent Carol Mock. But, Lodise said their comments did not sway the majority of Regents.

Wachter pointed out that neither she nor Lodise were given a chance to speak or answer questions after the presentation had been given.

That concludes the letter as well as council’s stand on the issue. Included in the letter was council’s resolution that IVCC will not reconsider incorporation with Goleta until Isla Vista are first given a chance to vote on the incorporation of a city of Isla Vista.

An issue arose at the council’s meeting was a petition passed to various business establishments in I.V. by an opponent of cityhood. 13 business proprietors signed the petition, which was then sent to LAFCO.

There are approximately 60 businesses in I.V. Council decided that it was time to send a petition of proponents in the business sector to LAFCO.

After Neil Wilson, losing candidate in district three dropped the charges last week of irregularities in the election procedures, council passed a motion validating that district’s election result.

Turkey Dinners Given

Wondering what you will be doing over Thanksgiving? Well, there will be a Thanksgiving dinner on Friday at 12:30, Franklin East Side Center. For more information call Michelle Eddy, 685-3419.

On Thursday, there will be a Thanksgiving dinner at Friendship Manor from 3:45 to 5:15 p.m.

Nexus Staff Positions

The Daily Nexus has staff writer positions open for Winter and Spring quarters. Persons interested in covering state and UC-wide events, and county stories are especially needed. In addition, we need people interested in doing the daily “Headliners” column and in writing national news analysis.

Interested people should see Ann Haley in the Nexus office. Dec. 1 from 2 to 4 p.m. and Dec. 3, anytime. Story assignments will be made Jan. 4, 1 p.m. in the Nexus office, room 103B, underneath Storke Tower.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

- UCSB Mountaineering Club will have no more meetings this quarter. Have a good vacation, and see you in the mountains.

- The UC Student Lobby is now taking applications for Winter Quarter internships in Sacramento. There are numerous openings in various offices, including several Senatorial offices and statewide committees. Applications may be picked up at the Student Lobby Office, UCh 3147B, from 10 to 2 daily.

- Tarot Meditation Society will present the beginning Tai Chi Ch’uan class daily at 8 a.m. on the lawn near the Faculty Club.

- CSO/IVCC are selling bike lights today and next week between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. at both the Pastel and UCh Info Booth. Light up and be legal!

- Counseling Center will have an Extended Family Community Meeting on Jan. 13 at 7:30 p.m. in the UCh Program Lounge. Save that evening, and please come and help build our community.

TOTAL HAIR CARE PROGRAM

precision haircutting, custom body waves, free hair analysis

JOSEPH KEMPF HAIR CO.
956 Embarcadero del Norte, IV. 685-1209

FRANCISCO FORRES

HAS OPENINGS FOR NEXT QUARTER

- CALL OR VISIT -
Editor, Daily Nexus:

Your editorial in Monday's Nexus accuses me of having "staked the facts" before the University's Board of Regents at last week's Board meeting on the Irvine campus. Clearly, in my view, if a "mistaken impression" has been created, the place of origin is your editorial.

At the Regents meeting, I was asked about the availability of housing in Isla Vista. My response was about 500-700 spaces, although I acknowledged that not all of these spaces are considered to be desirable by student tenants. I also stated that the forthcoming housing survey will help us in pinpointing precisely how many vacancies exist. (The manner in which I arrived at the number of spaces is a matter of public record. For example, in a report which we are advised understates the vacancy factor in Isla Vista, 134 apartments were listed as vacant as of October 1, and these apartments contained 265 bedrooms. At 1.5 persons per bedroom, that makes a total of 397 vacant spaces from vacant apartments. To this figure, I added the approximately 300 vacant spaces in Francisco Towers which could be used in some other year if single rooms were not rented.)

The housing question arose as the Regents were considering UCSB's Long Range Development Plan (LRDP) and, after some discussion, University President Saxon observed that the "need for housing is well recognized and documented" in the LRDP. Moreover, the plan itself suggests the need for construction of additional student housing on the Main Campus and the Storke Campus to accommodate 550 students. Thus, your editorial's appeal for additional housing is (partly) contained in the plan. I should add here that while the LRDP acknowledges that the campus should provide student housing spaces if our enrollments are to increase during the next decade, we will have difficulty in building such housing spaces if our enrollments are to remain constant or even slight decreases in Isla Vista. It also should be remembered that housing is only a minor part of the LRDP. A major concern is, however, that the campus should not unilaterally undertake construction projects which are in obvious conflict with community interests.

From the above comments it is obvious that the question of water availability also occupies a great deal of our attention and concern. When this matter was discussed at the Regents meeting, I was asked whether the South Coast Region had a long range water plan (to which I replied in about 3 or 4 years). In response to a question about when our own UCSB water reclamation study would be completed, we said in about 2 or 3 months. The question of water hook-up moratorium was not discussed directly, though the Board was made well aware of current local feelings on this subject.

Therefore, from a review of the information which I presented to the Board of Regents, it was irresponsible for you to state that I "staked the facts" in order to deceive the Regents. I have not misled the Regents on this or any other matter. To do so would violate my own ethical and behavioral standards.

Vernon L. Cheadle
Chancellor

No Stacked Facts

Editor, Daily Nexus:

As a non-student, I have not participated in the UCSB Associated Student's Leg Council activities except where my energy was required to study issues of mutual concern. I certainly made it a point to stay clear of election debate.

Leg Council and the Isla Vista Community Council have moved closer together in cooperation on many items, particularly the Isla Vista community's attempt to have an election on the city council's question. I have had difficulty, however, in dealing with External President Neil Moran on one particular item.

In early October, when it was clear the UC Regents were going to take a stand on incorporation, the IVCC made it very clear that we felt the Regents should remain neutral. Their orientation is state-wide and we felt it was improper of them to take a position and spend University resources on local government issues.

Also at that time I personally asked Neil if the UC Student Body President's Council would take a position. He said probably not, because they stuck to state-wide issues. I agreed that was proper and asked the UCSB External President to sponsor a resolution stating their neutrality.

I repeatedly asked Mr. Moran to pursue this matter, and it was my distinct impression that he would do so. When it became clear that he had not dealt with the situation, I lost my temper at the IVCC meeting on November 17. (I apologize for that incident to Neil, who was present, and the citizens who attended).

David J. Hoskinson
Isla Vista Community Council President

Yelling Fire in a Crowded Theater

By Martin Chorich

Is UCSB going to play host to another free speech movement? This unappealing prospect may blossom into something quite unpleasant. For some years now, various exponents of the crank mentality, mostly the religious and political variety, have been spreading their silliness which visited this campus last spring. Already thewhatever-eholics, are beginning to circulate broadsides which provide the public with information which I presented to the UC Regents. I have not1

ability to give an interpretation of liberty is the same kind of demonstrations and para-political programs lounge. But to eliminate liberty in the name of safety illustrates the worst excesses of the technocratic mind. Although there are indications that this issue may be resolved in at the constitutional convention of 1787. Freedom is not the right to shout "fire" in a crowded program lounge. But to eliminate liberty in the name of fancied threats to the public's environmental health and safety illustrates the worst excesses of the technocratic mind. Although there are indications that this issue may be resolved in favor of the table sitters, the very thought that this plan was conceived of in the first place should give caution to all those to extalt efficiency over liberty. Luckily for us, no engineers sat in at the constitutional convention of 1787.

Cold Turkey

(Diary of an Addict)

Beneath skies soot people slowly stir, Dawn stalkers around the blackened sepulchre. Shattered glass crawls along the street. Curtains, like torn night gowns, stroke the faces of lonely men. Shadows scrape faces of lonely men. Whining in the stillborn morning. Luscious skag, mother of god, Let us fix this day: Shoot sunlight down thirsty holes Spill light waves into golden veins. Frost-frozen dreams on warm caressing rivers. Lean night pounces on the crepuscular dawn. Crimson blood-drips from quivering lips Staining red the sky. Listen, hear it breathing, the darkly as it die. D. Hodges

Opinion

Rick Ziv
Editor-in-Chief
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Executive Editor
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Assistant Editor
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Students from the Middle East and Developing Countries

Prepare yourselves for management positions in Banking and Finance through a new master's degree program designed for you and offered by THE KHASHOGGI INSTITUTE OF BANKING AND FINANCE AT SAINT MARY'S COLLEGE (in the San Francisco Bay Area)

A representative will be on campus TODAY to provide information and answer questions.

UCen 10:00 A.M. & NOON

Informal Discussion Cafe Interim 1-2:30 p.m.

If you cannot attend but would like further information, write or call: The Khashoggi Institute of Banking and Finance, P.O. Box 101 Moraga, CA. 94575 (415) 938-9674.
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Men's wood frame for beg. to adv. players.
REG. $30.95
SAVE 20%
2285

Wilson's B. J. KING FRAME
Beautiful racket for the serious woman player.
REG. $30.95
SAVE 40%
985

Wilson's OR PENN TENNIS BALLS
Finest quality balls come in a pressurized can.

Dunlop's FORT FRAME
An international favorite wherever the game is played.
REG. $32.99
SAVE 40%
685

Wilson's KRAMER AUTOGRAPH FRAME
Men's wood frame for beg. to adv. players.
REG. $30.95
SAVE 20%
2285

Wilson's B. J. KING FRAME
Beautiful racket for the serious woman player.
REG. $30.95
SAVE 40%
985

Wilson's OR PENN TENNIS BALLS
Finest quality balls come in a pressurized can.

Dunlop's FORT FRAME
An international favorite wherever the game is played.
REG. $32.99
SAVE 40%
685

Wilson's KRAMER AUTOGRAPH FRAME
Men's wood frame for beg. to adv. players.
REG. $30.95
SAVE 20%
2285

Wilson's B. J. KING FRAME
Beautiful racket for the serious woman player.
REG. $30.95
SAVE 40%
985

Wilson's OR PENN TENNIS BALLS
Finest quality balls come in a pressurized can.

Dunlop's FORT FRAME
An international favorite wherever the game is played.
REG. $32.99
SAVE 40%
685

Wilson's KRAMER AUTOGRAPH FRAME
Men's wood frame for beg. to adv. players.
ALL SALES FINAL
QUANTITIES LIMITED
TO STOCK ON HAND.

FOR YOUR
SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
SATURDAY 9:30–6
SUNDAY 11:00–5

COLEMAN
EQUIPMENT

No. 220195
DOUBLE MANTLE LANTERN
Reg. low price $21.99
NOW $16.85

514708 PROPANE
DOUBLE MANTLE LANTERN
Reg. low price $15.99
NOW $12.85

No. 53504700 ELECTRIC
LANTERN CHARGER 3000
Reg. low price $49.95
NOW $36.85

544708 PROPANE
TALYTIC HEATER
Reg. low price $41.99
NOW $34.85

No. 425499 CAMP STOVE,
TWO BURNER;
Reg. low price $21.99
NOW $18.85

10 lb. FIBERFILL
red-compassion, riptop nylon cover, two zip
bars, unquilted, stabilized for more warmth.
VALUE $22.00

NOW SAVINGS

TABLE TENNIS with PLAYBACK
This table converts easily to a playback table for
practicing. $65.00 Value

NOW SAVINGS

8 FT. POOL TABLE

Features:
- 3/4. Slate bed
- Pro/nylon blood billiard cloth
- Deluxe gum rubber cushions
- Solid steel understructure
- Post-formed laminated top rails
- End ball return and storage compartment
- Triple panel frame steel pedestal legs
- COMPLETE WITH BALLS AND CUES

Made to sell for $300.00
NOW $199.85

8 lb. THERMO-FLUFF
Rectangular bag, nylon cover, two zip together, washable.

NOW SAVINGS

AUGER MAKER
SLEEPING BAGS

CRON II
10 lb. FIBERFILL

NOW SAVINGS

HEAD HONCHO SKI PACKAGE
with LOOK NEVADA/GT BINDINGS
The Head Honcho is a superb all-around short fun ski for
any class of skier. Combined with the Look Nevada/GT bindings,
it makes a great ski.

Head Honcho Nevada GT Bindings
Mount, Adjust, Tune
REGULAR VALUE $225.00
NOW ONLY $139.85

Honcho Package with NORDICA ALPINA BOOTS
Regular value $277.50
NOW $184.85

DELUXE CYCLONE
AIR HOCKEY TABLE
by CROWN

Features:
- High-pressure laminate playing surface
- Approx. 4800 air holes
- High impact styrofoam puck and strikers
- Vinyl clad wood substructure and leg panels
- UL approved 1/7 0 HP motor

$110 Value
NOW $84.85

80 lb. EDIBLE FLAKE
Now $1.00

SENTINEL 10 SPEED BICYCLE
the WHISPER

Lightweight bicycling at its finest!
- Alloy Cotters, cammed set
- Braked Lug Frame
- Quick Release Hub
- High Pressure Tires
- Fingertip Derailleur Controls
- Alloy Components

FREE with the purchase of this bike $15.00
Accessories Package
Includes: Combination Lock, Cable, Wheel, Head Light
Copeland's Sports Bike Bag

30 lb. EDIBLE FLAKE
Now $1.00

MISSING PAGE

MAC TRUCKS

NOW SAVINGS

100 lb. EDIBLE FLAKE
Now $1.00

FREE with the purchase of this bike $15.00
Accessories Package
Includes: Combination Lock, Cable, Wheel, Head Light
Copeland's Sports Bike Bag

NOW SAVINGS

SWISS ARMY KNIVES
Seven components, great tool for the hobbyist. Reg. $16.95
NOW $10.95

SWISS ARMY KNIVES
Seven components, great tool for the hobbyist. Reg. $16.95
NOW $10.95

HANDYMAN
Designed for the do-it-yourselfer, has 11
components. Reg. $24.95
NOW $18.85

WHAMO WRIST SLINGSHOT
Reg. $10.00
NOW $3.00

RUTBYIST (pictured)

NOW SAVINGS

NOW SAVINGS

NOW SAVINGS

NOW SAVINGS

NOW SAVINGS
BAKED STUDENT DELIGHT
Take one slightly dissident student and marinate in cheap red wine for at least 48 hours. Bake in a hot oven, 450 degrees, for four hours, with garlic cloves and an apple in the mouth. Serve with...

BAKED STUDENT DELIGHT
Take one slightly dissident student and marinate in cheap red wine for at least 48 hours. Bake in a hot oven, 450 degrees, for four hours, with garlic cloves and an apple in the mouth. Serve with...

NEIL MERINGUE
Whip together until stiff: three egg whites, one tablespoon of water, and one teaspoon of sugar. To test egg whites for stiffness, insert index finger into meringue and lift toward you. Take one A.S. executive, dice, and fold slowly into beaten egg whites. Carefully spoon mixture into a Jody Graham cracker crust and bake at 320 degrees for 20 minutes. For a holiday touch, garnish with chocolate sprinkles. If funding is unavailable for sprinkles, garnish with red hots.

GREEK GRITS
Ingredients: one 16 oz. can of Sorority white hominy; one 8 oz. can of fraternity yellow hominy; one keg of beer (preferably Coors). This recipe is deceptively simple, and can be accomplished by even the most inexperienced cook. For a riotous side dish to the holiday fare listed above, simply soak hominy in beer overnight. Line a large tuinc with deflated volleyballs, and serve.

DECEMBER 1
MIRAMAR HOTEL
* TWO SHOWS *
3:00 & 10:15
TICKETS $4.50
AVAILABLE
THE SETTLEMENT, MONTECITO—FANCY MUSIC—MUSIC GALAXY
AND MORNINGLORV, I.V.  S & S PRODUCTIONS

F.A.C.
Friday Afternoon Club
Come in and relax with a 15¢ mug.
It's every Friday from 3 to 6.
A great way to start the weekend.

RUSTY'S
910 EMBARCADERO DEL NORTE
We're celebrating 6 years in good taste.

MAMA CHEEDELE'S COOKING COLUMN

FIND YOUR WAY TO
RESTAURANT and RETREAT
Waiting for you:
MEXICAN SPECIALTIES
SHOPPER'S SPECIAL
Salad & Choice of Hot Dish $1.50
BUSINESS LUNCH
FREE Salad or Soup with any Sandwich purchased.
VEGETARIAN GOURMET NATURALE
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT-LUNCHEONS
SALAD BAR-HOT BUFFET
★ TRY AFTERNOONS
Beverages and Desserts 1/2 Price 2-5 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. Concert Pianist Paul Sweetnam 6:30 - 9:30
Open Daily 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
SHAMBALLA II 821 State 962-0736

KODAK
FILM AT COST
at KINKO'S
6550 Pardail .9.68-21 È57

Who knows what dark secrets lie deep in the heart of an itinerant stringed-instrument picker?
Gruni sales have been made long enough, now it's time that we Americans think of ourselves. Statistics just released by the Department of Agriculture have confirmed suspicions by many that the size of American turkeys is shrinking. Why, you might ask? Well, the answer is this: feed supplies available to hungry turkeys is diminishing.

The fabric of American society is intertwined with turkeys. Our whole democratic process is filled with turkeys, its been turkey diminishing. The answer is this: feed supplies available to hungry turkeys is diminishing. Why, you might ask? Well, the size of American turkeys is shrinking. Why, you might ask? Well, the size of American turkeys is shrinking.

Americans think of ourselves. Statistics just released by the Department of Agriculture have confirmed suspicions by many that the size of American turkeys is shrinking. Why, you might ask? Well, the answer is this: feed supplies available to hungry turkeys is diminishing.

The fabric of American society is intertwined with turkeys. Our whole democratic process is filled with turkeys, its been turkey diminishing. The answer is this: feed supplies available to hungry turkeys is diminishing. Why, you might ask? Well, the size of American turkeys is shrinking. Why, you might ask? Well, the size of American turkeys is shrinking.
**UCSB DAILY NEXUS**

**WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1975**

**Legal and Residence and Place to stay**

**LEGAL AND RESIDENCE AND PLACE TO STAY**

Looking for room to sublet large dorm at 6765 A Sabado Tarde Ave. Feb. Class In an Accredited School. 968-7756.

WOMEN Small class. Individualized Info. Call: S.B. Ticket Agency hours Tues.-Sat. 11 to 6, Closed Sun.

**For Rent**

ROOM TO SUBLEASE In 6645 D.P. Apt. $85/day If needed, call 412-6646 DEC. 19-4146 DEC. 6

**SUBLET**

Single & Double rooms available In a clean, attractive private apartment. Appx $120 & $66 D.P. Dec. 15. 968-7014 or 961-6981. 1 room.


2 Large rooms in one of U.V.'s finest apartments. Own bath and kitchen. Use of living rm. $95 to $110. 968-7236.

**For Rent**

Single Room In tropicana avail. Wolf Hill. $95/mo. includes utilities. Only 3 blocks to 968-3904

Room to sublease winter & spring quarter. Call Scott 968-1616.

**For Sale**

Single Room In tropicana avail. Wolf Hill. $95/mo. includes utilities. Only 3 blocks to 968-3904

**WANTED TO LEASE**

1 bedroom D.P. 3rd floor apt. Close to campus. Starting Jan. (Boy or girl) In the IV-Goleta area. Call SUSAN, 968-6662 D.P. 968-8522 Dec. 15.

**WANTED TO LEASE**

M/F own room In comfortable - Del Picasso no. 3. $80/mo. + utilities. 968-6303 or come by 6742 No. B Ave. No pets. No credit checks.

**WANTED**

Needed to share room In large, sunny, quiet, good for studying Cindy, 968-4327.

**WANTED**

Looking for 2 m/f roommates to share $85 fine beachside apt. Now or Winter 6613 Del Rey Blvd. 968-0711.

**WANTED TO LEASE**

3 rooms. Francisco Torres. Call Scott 968-9837/see mgr. 6667 El Camino Del Sure No. A2 eves.

**WANTED TO LEASE**

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED

M/F own room In comfortable Del Picasso no. 3. $80/mo. + utilities. 968-6303 or come by 6742 No. B Ave. No pets. No credit checks.

**WANTED**

ROOMMATES NEEDED to share large dorm at 6765 A Sabado Tarde Ave. 2 refrigerators, call 968-0482.

**WANTED**

Female roommates to share lg. room, oceanside P.P., team ball, tennis, $87, 6765 A Sabado Tarde Ave. 968-4327.

**WANTED**

M/F own room In comfortable - Del Picasso No. 3. $80/mo. + utilities. 968-6303 or come by 6742 No. B Ave. No pets. No credit checks.

**WANTED**

For Sale

STEREO Speakers: Sherwood 8", 2-way air-suspension $55 pair (V class 8"). 968-8738.

**WANTED**

1 M & 1 F to share In quiet big apt. $125/mo. 6777 Del Playa B. 968-0711.

**WANTED**

M Roommates needed to share room In a 2brm Sabado Tarde duplex W&S Qtr. 968-7756 Dec. 15.

**WANTED**

Roommates to share 1 bdrm apt. A 968-8322 anytime.

**WANTED**

For Sale

STEREO Speakers: Sherwood 8", 2-way air-suspension $55 pair (V class 8"). 968-8738.

**WANTED**

For Sale

STEREO Speakers: Sherwood 8", 2-way air-suspension $55 pair (V class 8"). 968-8738.
Basketball and Volleyball Teams
In Over Turkey Weekend

By Brian Kelley

UCSB's intercollegiate athletic scene really comes to life for the first time this year over the upcoming holidays. Although there is a so-called break for students, this does not hold true for the Gauchos' basketball and volleyball players.

The Gauchos basketball fans this Friday marks the long-awaited debut of the 1975-76 UCSB basketball team. Coach Ralph Barkey and his ten man team will be in the Bay Area Friday and Saturday to play the University of San Francisco and then St. Mary's College.

The NCAA has declared that this season traveling teams can only carry ten players instead of the thirteen they could bring last year. Just recently coach Barkey was able to name his traveling team for the first time this year over the Thanksgiving holiday.

Phuckers United

This year, UCSB's intercollegiate athletic title Phuckers United convincingly won the IM Fall floor hockey championship with a 8-2 trouncing of Stick-it. This is the same title Phuckers won a year ago, and as was the case last fall, there is little doubt that they deserve it. Phuckers United were the floor hockey champs. Some teams are lucky and will be one of those teams. Thus UCSB enters the regionals.

Coaching Phuckers

Ralph Hawes were everywhere. This trio was spotlighted throughout this season know exactly what they have to do to advance farther.

The Gauchos will definitely have to play a lot better in San Diego than they did this past weekend. Maybe Thanksgiving will bring some more good luck their way.

ONE MORE TIME: Ralph Barkey begins his tenth season as head coach of the UCSB basketball team this Friday when the Gauchos face UGA. Barkey's career record at UCSB is 136-98 for a winning percentage of .589. Tickets for the game at San Francisco are on sale for $1.50 at the Athletic Tickets Office.
The only system you’ll ever need!

Bang & Olufsen

The Beocenter 3500 is a true high-performance instrument for the reproduction of sound. And coupled with the Beovox Phase-Link S-45 loudspeakers, it becomes a total, yet visually unobtrusive system designed to serve the discerning listener in almost any home environment.

- Available only from Stereotypes in Santa Barbara - and you can have this for only $61 per month based on $100 down financed at an annual percentage rate of 18.12%, you will pay $61 a month for 17 months, and a final payment of $60.91. Finance charge will be $202, for total of payments of $1,197.91.

We’ll give you credit to own the Beocenter 3500

$995, or $61.* per mo.

Direct operation. The receiver section combines high performance with logical operation. It develops 40 watts per channel of minimum RMS power at 4 ohms, from 40-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.6% harmonic distortion. The signal to noise ratio is greater than 62dB. A LOUDNESS feature allows switching between a subjective and objective reproduction; LO and HI filter controls create sharper regulation of frequencies; and there are also bass and treble controls. Rumble can be reduced with the LO filter, and hiss with the HI filter. The amplifier is powered and balanced for up to two pairs of loudspeakers and has sockets for headphones and tape monitoring.

Terms to fit your budget...
We carry your Account, No outside Banks or Finance Companies!

Monday and Friday 10 to 8
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday 10 to 6
Sunday 1 to 5

3759 State St. Santa Barbara 687-5365
Next to the Akron